EXECUTIVE VITALITY™: THE BEST INVESTMENT YOU WILL EVER MAKE
Investing in your own executive vitality is the best investment you will ever make. As we have
been discussing for many years, there are various components of vitality. Today we focus on
the benefits of lifelong learning (LLL).
The title of John Coleman’s valuable article in Harvard Business Review says it all: HBR.org:
Lifelong Learning Is Good for Your Health, Wallet and Social Life.
The benefits of continued learning, education, and training to your career, job performance,
and skills-sharpening (and your wallet!) are clear. We know from our decades of work in the
field of executive coaching that commitment to self-improvement as a leader is the number
one predictor of success. Less obvious are the benefits to your health and well-being. Much is
being written about the profound and unexpected outcomes of engaging in LLL (e.g., UK Gov.
Office for Science: What are the wider benefits of learning across the life course? and Elsevier:
Benefits of Lifelong Learning).

From the research…some of the benefits of lifelong learning
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Increased selfconfidence
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There are SO many ways to continue learning

Study a language

Volunteer

Take a dance class /
learn tai chi

Read - maybe join a
book club

MOOCs (massive open
online courses); The
Great Courses; online
college programs...

Quality TV, e.g.,
Smithsonian, PBS,
documentaries...

Edifying periodicals,
e.g., Smithsonian, HBR,
The Week, professional
journals...

Travel (when it
becomes easier/
feasible/ healthy)

Professional
development courses
and programs

An activity you have
often thought you would
like to learn but for
which you have never
made the time
Jeff Haden went looking for the single best investment successful entrepreneurs say they've
ever made, and in an article in Inc., says this about learning:
“…knowledge, once gained, is the one thing that can never be taken away.
And is the one thing you can apply to the rest of your life. Investing in yourself
will produce better long-term results than any other investment you can
make. If only because it's the one investment outcome you can almost totally
control.” Inc.com: Single Best Investment.
What lifelong learning should you be engaged in that you are not? What types of benefits would
you be most interested in gaining from lifelong learning?
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